RACIAL FACTS

1. Mississippi has the largest percentage Negro population of any state in the Union. The Negro population is now 42.3% of the total. Mississippi’s white population in 1960 was 1,257,546 while its non-white population was 920,525.

2. In the last decade from 1950 to 1960, Mississippi showed a net out migration of 323,000 Negroes. This was due to economic factors as well as to racial agitation by the NAACP, CORE, SNCC, etc.

3. In 1900 Mississippi had a non-white population of 910,070 while the Census Report of 1960 showed Mississippi to have a Negro population of only 915,243. In 1900 Mississippi’s white population was 641,200 while today it is 1,257,546.

4. During the 1961-62 school year the tax supported school system in Mississippi had 329,215 white children and 337,871 Negro children.

5. In some counties in Mississippi the Negro population runs as high as 79%. In 29 counties in Mississippi the Negro population is in the majority.

6. In Leflore County, Mississippi, there are 30,307 Negroes and 16,699 white people. Hubert Humphrey’s state, Minnesota, only has 22,263 Negroes in the entire state.

7. In Leflore County, Mississippi, in 1962 there were 364 illegitimate births. 5 of these were white and 359 were Negro. A similar ratio exists throughout the state.

8. Mississippi has 7,274 Negro school teachers. Senator Jacob Javits’ state, New York, only has 3,707 Negro school teachers and Illinois has only 4,280 Negro school teachers. Both Illinois and New York have a much larger Negro population than does Mississippi in total numbers.

9. In the state of Mississippi there are 7,989 Negro college students. Yet, there are not 7,000 Negro college students in New York, Ohio and Illinois combined, with these states having nearly three times as many Negroes as there are in Mississippi.

10. The state of New York has approximately five times as many Negroes in its state penal system as does the state of Mississippi.

11. Mississippi has the second lowest crime rate in the Nation.

12. Under Mississippi’s current school program 2,987 classrooms for white students and 4,882 classrooms for Negro students have been constructed or are now under contract. Cost of the construction for whites is $36,048,396.45 and for Negroes $62,362,848.72. 37% of the state’s funds are being spent for the construction of white classrooms. 63% is being spent for Negro classrooms.

13. During 1962 new buildings provided by state tax money in Mississippi for public education of white college students amounted to $372,56 per student while for Negro College students it amounted to $497.15 per student.

14. The amount of state tax money in Mississippi allocated for educational and general support of public higher education 1960-1962, white institutions, $580.23 per student, Negro institutions, $622.40 per student.

15. From 1959 to 1961 Mississippi spent $577,877.00 for white charity patients in private hospitals and spent $662,952.04 on Negro patients. In Mississippi’s Welfare Department the total case load was 44,935 white and 70,440 Negro in 1962.

16. In Mississippi’s aid to dependent children program in 1962, 11,842 white children and 50,770 Negro children received assistance. 79.7% of the assistance money goes to Negro children. 20.3% goes to white children.

17. In the alleged paternity cases reported by race in 1962 in Mississippi 696 were Negro and 28 were white.

18. Negro births in Mississippi for 1962 were 25% illegitimate while white births were 1.5% illegitimate.

19. During the seven year interval from 1955 to 1962 there was reported to the Mississippi State Health Department 63,443 cases of Venereal Disease. 4,175 of these cases were white and 59,268 were Negro. In 1962 there were 5,920 Venereal Disease cases reported in Mississippi. 526 of these cases were white and 5,394 were Negro.

20. Mississippi was the first state to establish an Agricultural and Industrial College for Negroes.

21. The town of Mound Bayou, Bolivar County, Mississippi, with approximately 2,000 population officially became a town in 1902. Its crime rate is among the lowest in our Nation. Since its inception Mound Bayou has had an all Negro population and no whites have ever lived there. Its Mayor and all of its officials are Negro. Mound Bayou has two fine hospitals completely directed and staffed by Negroes. How many hospitals are directed by Negroes and how many Negro Mayors are there North of the Mason Dixon Line?
22. Mississippi is the only state in the Union that ever sent a Negro to the United States Senate. His name was Hiram Rhodes Revels and he was elected by the carpetbag legislature of Mississippi in January 1870. Another Senator elected from Mississippi was Blanche Kelso Bruce, Negro, during the same period.

23. Mississippi presently has 5 college presidents and 10 junior college presidents who are Negro. How many Negro college presidents are there in the North and West?

24. Approximately 25% of the Negro babies in the United States are illegitimate.

25. There are over 21,000 rape cases reported each year in the United States according to the FBI. Approximately half of these involve white female victims and male Negro attackers. Of this total over 90% occur in the North and West. The South has a lower incident of criminal assault than any section of the Nation.

26. According to the National Public Personnel Association Negroes accounted for 13% of the work force in government employment in 1962, although Negroes constituted only 10.5% of the total population of the United States. In the Washington, D.C. area 22.8% of all government employees are Negro.

27. The illegitimacy record of the Negro and the venereal disease rate are just as high or higher in the so-called integrated and Civil Rights states as they are in the Deep South.

28. In Washington, D.C. in the Fall of 1953 there were 44,897 white pupils and 53,815 Negroes in the public schools there. This was the year before integration began. In 1962 in the same school system in Washington the number of white pupils had dropped to 22,280 and the Negro enrollment had increased to 112,095. The Negro percentage is now over 85%.

29. At the District of Columbia Teacher’s College, Washington, D. C., in 1954 the student body was integrated approximately on a 50-50 basis. In 1962 the ratio had changed to 1336 Negroes and 139 whites.

30. The U. S. Census Bureau in 1960 reported that our nation’s Negro population increased 25.5% in the 1950-1960 decade. The white population increase during the same period was approximately 10%.

31. The time honored and history proven custom of segregation has been a major factor in the South’s great progress since “Reconstruction.”

32. Segregation has kept racial friction at a minimum allowing both races to progress peacefully.

33. Segregation provides for better educational opportunities, assembling students of similar interest, background and characteristics.

34. The stand for race-mixing has been almost totally hypocritical. Actually, the North through such means as residential segregation, neighborhood schools and homogeneous grouping is more segregated to this very day than the South ever was.

35. A series of tests have shown that segregation reduces race consciousness, contrary to the claim of “liberal” propagandists. The Negro masses prefer their own kind as do white people.

36. Integration has never in history succeeded in strengthening a community or a nation.

37. Contrary to U. N. claims, the stronger nations of the world today are predominately white. This includes the United States, Great Britain, France, Germany, Australia, Canada and Russia.

38. Even in Africa, the white-controlled Republic of South Africa is more productive and prosperous than the entire remaining continent.

39. The Negro has yet to build a civilization. In his native state, he had no written languages, no wheels and only a tribal existence. This is true even though the black race has been in contact with civilized Caucasians since the Egyptian Era.

40. To this day there is savagery and slavery in black Africa, yet the U. S. Government bows to every so-called “civil rights” demand, supposedly to please Africa and Asia.

41. Haiti is a classic example of what happens when Negroes take over a white civilization. The Congo is a more recent example. Chaos, poverty and ignorance are the rules of these two countries.

42. Miscegenation has been a factor in the decline of past civilizations such as Egypt, Greece, Rome, India and Portugal.

43. Integration would result in miscegenation and a mongrelized population with little pride of race, nation or religion and would thus weaken the United States.

44. Brazil and Cuba have long been centers of miscegenation. Is this what we want in this country?

45. Public opinion and science concedes the need for subspecies purity in breeding horses, dogs and
cattle. Why not the same scientific reasoning for the races of man?

46. Over half of the nation’s crime is committed by the 10.5% Negro minority. Furthermore this crime rate is sharply on the increase.

47. Illegitimacy and Venereal Disease are both about ten times as prevalent among Negros as among whites.

48. When socio-economic factors are made equal, the Negro I. Q. is from 15 to 20 points below the average White I. Q.

49. When educational opportunities are made perfectly equal, only about 12 per cent of the Negroes surpass the white intelligence medium.

50. The Negroes rate of intellectual progress differs from whites, lagging somewhat behind until adolescence, then falling far behind.

51. The Negro possesses a characteristic odor of the skin, which is inherent and not caused by uncleanliness.

52. Carleton S. Coon, a University of Pennsylvania Scientist, claims after much research that the Negro is 200,000 years behind the Caucasian in evolutionary development.

53. Few Negroes, even with college degrees, manage to pass civil service exams.

54. The Negro reproduction rate is higher than that of the Caucasian and sexual practices more lax. Both of these points constitute a special need for racial separation.

55. Propagandists claim that some miscegenation has taken place in the United States. Although this is true, it does not justify more race-mixing.

56. The Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution was never ratified lawfully.

57. The Congressional framers of this amendment established segregated schools in Washington shortly after the Fourteenth was “ratified.”

58. The 1954 Supreme Court had less judicial training than any previous to the thirties. Yet this inexperienced Court overruled years of previous decisions using as precedent Communist-front equalitarian “science.”


60. Communists have been pushing race-mixing and colored supremacy since the mid 1800’s when Karl Marx wrote a series of letters to the New York Tribune. There has never been a Communist who has stood up for white supremacy or Christianity. Lee Harvey Oswald was a self-confessed Communist, integrationist and atheist.

61. The Communist Party Platform of 1928 on race has now blossomed into the current civil rights bill. Read them both and compare.

62. The NAACP was founded in 1909 in New York by four white radicals and the Negro Communist, W. E. B. DuBois. It has never had a Negro president.

63. “Civil Rights” laws and court decisions are nothing more than a cover-up and spearhead for more Socialism and Communism. The 1954 desegregation decision was the fore-runner to the 1963 Anti-Prayer decision.

64. Enforced equality is a principle of Marxism. It has never been considered in the philosophy of free enterprise and property ownership.

65. The perfect solution to the race problem would be geographical separation but the best alternative is neighborhood and social separation.

66. The races of man are the handiwork of God, as is everything in nature. If He had wanted only one type of man, He would have created only one.


68. “I will say, then, that I am not, nor ever have been, in favor of bringing about in any way the social and political equality of the white and black races—that I am not, nor ever have been, in favor of making voters or jurors of negroes,—nor of qualifying them to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people; and I will say in addition to this that there is a physical difference between the white and black races which will ever forbid the two races living together on terms of social and political equality. And inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do remain together, there must be the position of superior and inferior, and I, as much as any other man, am in favor of having the superior position assigned to the white race.”

Abraham Lincoln, September 18, 1858
69. "Nothing is more certainly written in the book of fate than that these (negro) people are to be free; nor is it less certain that the two races, equally free, cannot live in the same government. Nature, habit, opinion have drawn indelible lines of distinction between them."
Thomas Jefferson

70. "If our buildings, our highways, our railroads should be wrecked, we could rebuild them. If our cities should be destroyed, out of the very ruins we could erect newer and greater ones. Even if our armed might should be crushed, we could rear sons who would redeem our power. But if the blood of our white race should become corrupted and mingled with the blood of Africa, then the present greatness of the United States of America would be destroyed and all hope for the future would be forever gone. The maintenance of American civilization would be as impossible for a negroid America as would be redemption and restoration of the white man's blood which had been mixed with that of the negro."—Theodore G. Bilbo

For additional source material and other information write to Association of Citizen's Council, 115 Howard Street, Greenwood, Mississippi
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